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Abstract
Histopathology laboratories devote considerable time and effort to sorting tissue sample
slides. We observed slide sorting in a typical urban hospital to understand existing
workflow and explore how it might be supported by an interactive computer support
system. We observed 8.5 hours of slide sorting activity through a video camera mounted
above a laboratory workbench. Through detailed video analysis, we characterized the
process, examined which activities took the most time, and explored design
considerations. We found that a very large proportion (23.5%) of the slide sorting time
involved managing paper documents. We suggest that an interactive computer support
system could automatically detect which slides are sorted into which folders and digitally
list additional slides to include with these sets; this would support the workflow of
technicians while eliminating paper management and manual barcode reading operations,
leading to time savings of approximately 30%. Additional recommendations for the
design of such a support system include focusing on case management (e.g., how many
slides belong to each case, whether a complete case will fit within the current folder, and
which slides associated with a case are still missing), supporting recovery from
disruptions, and enabling a flexible rather than a highly scripted workflow.
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Workflow support systems; observational study; histopathology laboratory; slide sorting.

1. Introduction
For cancer diagnosis, hospital histopathology laboratories take sections from biopsied
tissue, mount them on microscope slides, and stain them in preparation for viewing by
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pathologists. The last step in the slide preparation process is slide sorting, or manually
organizing the slides into folders or trays, along with descriptive reports, for distribution
to pathologists for diagnosis. Slide sorting is done by laboratory technicians and is a time
consuming and labour intensive task that is not easily automated (Muirhead et al. 2010).
Because hospital labs process a very large number of slides, finding ways to increase
efficiency and reduce errors in slide sorting could have a substantial impact on lab
productivity. In this research, we conducted an observational study to better understand
current slide sorting practice and investigate the feasibility of designing an interactive
computer support system to facilitate this task. We aim to understand how an interactive
support system could naturally augment existing slide sorting workflow and to explore
the potential time savings of such a system. In doing so, we identify and characterize a
new application area for interactive technologies such as tabletop displays and wearables.
Histopathology laboratories are extremely busy environments involving
substantial manual labour that is often underestimated (Muirhead et al. 2010). Because of
the continuous need for higher efficiency and faster turnaround times without a loss in
quality, nearly all histopathology labs develop workflow problems after a few years
(Buesa 2009). In addition, labour accounts for greater than 70% of lab operation costs
(Muirhead et al. 2010). Slide sorting is a major bottleneck in histopathology lab
workflows (Buesa 2009). One survey study (Kohl et al. 2011) found that 9.1% of
laboratory work hours were spent on slide sorting. This number is quite high given that
slide sorting is an administrative task rather than a core laboratory function. At the same
time, minimizing errors in slide sorting is important. One report estimated that a
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laboratory spent over 200 hours per year correcting defects due to errors in the slide
sorting process (Muirhead et al. 2010).
We aim to understand the feasibility of using an interactive computer support
system to facilitate slide sorting, to establish design requirements for such a system, and
to understand its potential efficiency gains. While previous studies of histopathology lab
workflow have identified the high-level time costs of slide sorting in relation to other
laboratory tasks, none have studied the low-level slide sorting process or examined which
aspects of this process could be augmented with an interactive computer support system
such as a tangible tabletop display. Our work augments the laboratory workflow study
literature with a detail-level understanding of slide sorting and derives design
implications for computerized workflow support.

2. Related Work
Here we first describe fully automated solutions to slide sorting to explain why they are
not yet ideal. We then describe computerized workflow support systems that have been
developed for other application domains and related studies that have examined
workflow in histopathology labs.

2.1 Fully automated solutions
Fully automated solutions to slide sorting are not yet feasible and may not be ideal. We
are aware of only one system that has directly aimed to automate slide sorting. This
prototype was built using mechatronics as a student course project (Herrick et al. 2008)
but the success and adoption of the resulting system was not reported. This approach is
likely many years from being deployable and carries a high risk of slide breakage (which
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is very costly in terms of time and labour to replace the ruined sample). It also does not
allow for any human judgment to influence the sort order. During sorting, technicians
also check the slides for production problems (such as folds or staining artifacts in the
tissue), tasks a robotic solution would be unable to complete.
Another recent trend is a move towards digital pathology systems, where the
prepared glass slides are scanned to convert them to digital images. Pathologists then
complete their diagnosis with digital images rather than a microscope. While this may
seem like an ideal solution that eliminates the need for physical slide sorting, digital
pathology systems are far from mainstream. In the US, digital pathology is not yet
approved for primary diagnostic tasks, and is only used for specialized tasks such as
telemedicine. In addition, pathologists feel ‘at home’ with glass slides and the glass slide
workflow has been refined over hundreds of years (Ho, Aridor, and Parwani 2012);
digital systems will need to better replicate the experience of working with glass slides
before they can expect mainstream adoption. Given the relatively slow adoption rate of
digital pathology, and the challenges with making it completely replicate the functionality
of glass slides, it seems that glass slides will be in use for the foreseeable future.

2.2 Workflow support systems
Workflow support systems provide computer assistance to support human work
activities. Most similar to our line of research are tabletop display and wearable
prototypes developed to support workflow in biological laboratories. eLabBench (Tabard
et al. 2011) and BioTISCH (Echtler, Häussler, and Klinker 2010) used interactive
tabletop displays to provide guidance for a physical task. They enabled the location of
objects placed on the lab bench (e.g., test tubes, racks, reagent bottles, etc.) to be tracked,
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so that the interactive surface could augment the physical objects with digital
information. The bench could also display a set of instructions (e.g., a workflow protocol)
or other relevant digital documents. With eLabBench, the bench could be annotated via
pen input and it supported screen captures to be taken as a record of experimental states.
BioTISCH could visually highlight a reagent bottle on the lab bench to assist the user in
finding the reagent. eLabBench was welcomed by biologists in a small deployment study
(Tabard, Hincapié-Ramos, and Bardram 2012), and the group also examined occlusion
issues on the bench and how they could be reduced (Tabard et al. 2013). An older
laboratory workflow guidance system, Labscape (Arnstein et al. 2002), enabled
laboratory workers to view, edit, and save information to a distributed computer system
from within the laboratory, and indicated which steps of a protocol had been completed.
However, it did not provide any method for tracking, augmenting, or highlighting objects
on the bench. More recently, researchers have become interested in using wearables such
as Google Glass to support scientific laboratory workflow (Hu et al. 2015; Scholl and
Laerhoven 2014); for example, to access protocols in a hands-free manner, to provide
augmented labels for items on the bench, and to record photos / video / audio clips as
documentation. These tabletop and wearable systems offer compelling ideas for
workflow support in laboratories, many of which could be useful within a slide sorting
support system. However, medical slide sorting is a specialized task, quite different from
biological laboratory work, and will therefore require a unique solution.
Workflow guidance systems have also been developed and studied extensively in
other domains, both as commercial products (e.g., Light Guide Systems) and research
prototypes. A full review of this literature is beyond the scope of this article. Most of
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these systems use either projection technology or head-mounted displays (HMDs) to
augment the physical environment with digital information. Such augmented reality
guidance has been proposed for many tasks. Physical assembly tasks are the most
common, but there are many others such as inspection and maintenance, or learning to
play a musical instrument. Although HMDs are by far the most commonly studied
technology, guidance systems have also been implemented using projection onto a desk
(e.g., Stork, Stößel, and Schubö 2008; Rosenthal et al. 2010) and mobile phones (e.g.,
Billinghurst, Hakkarainen, and Woodward 2008).

2.3 Histopathology Workflow Studies
Because of high labour costs, the high workload, and the need for efficient slide
processing, workflow in histopathology laboratories has been well studied. Such studies
are typically designed to help managers plan staffing, develop more efficient workflows,
identify sources of error, and suggest process improvements to minimize such errors. For
example, Kohl et al. (2011) surveyed over 800 histology laboratories in North America to
assess how work hours were being spent and identify factors that make some labs more
efficient than others. Condel et al. (2005) described a specific case study where two
patient’s slides were accidently swapped; they analyzed the case to derive
recommendations to reduce future errors. Ho, Aridor, and Parwani (2012) and Ho et al.
(2013) examined pathology workflow from the perspective of pathologists. These studies
reported that keeping track of cases and keeping all of their glass slides together requires
significant time and attention, and that logistical challenges increase with case volume.
Application of business efficiency techniques (e.g. ‘Lean’) to histology workflows is
another recent trend (e.g., Buesa 2009).
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While slide sorting is typically included in these workflow studies as one of many
lab activities, very few of these studies examine slide sorting in any depth and none of
them derive interface design suggestions for supporting the process. The previously
mentioned survey (Kohl et al. 2011) reported that on average, 9.1% of the work hours
were spent on slide sorting. They also found that laboratories that defined in-house
criteria for sorting (e.g., sorting by pathologist or by subspecialty) had significantly
higher overall productivity than those that did not. Larger labs tended to have higher
overall efficiency than smaller labs, and spent a smaller proportion of their time on slide
sorting. The survey also suggested the importance of involving a human technician in the
slide sorting process: manually inspecting the sorted slides before sending them to the
pathologist led to fewer errors that needed to be corrected later.
Our own work augments the literature on high-level pathology lab workflow with
a detailed observation and analysis of the slide sorting process. Given that physical
sorting of glass slides is going to continue in laboratories for the foreseeable future, it
seems prudent to understand this process and explore how it could be facilitated.

3. Method
We observed undisturbed slide sorting practice in a Canadian hospital pathology lab. This
laboratory was responsible for producing and managing all of the slides for the local
health region, supporting a population of 750,000 people. The lab processed
approximately 246,000 slides per year. We recorded 8.5 consecutive hours of video from
a GoPro HERO camera mounted directly above the lab’s slide sorting workbench. An
example frame of the video is shown in Figure 1. Prior to analysis, video footage was
blurred using a Gaussian blur filter so that slide labels were unreadable (for patient
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anonymity). The video footage captured slide sorting activity of four different lab
technicians over the course of one work day. Each technician had given informed consent
for the study and was asked to complete their daily work as usual. Most of the work at the
bench was done individually, but we also observed some activity involving two
technicians simultaneously (47 minutes of total coded individual activity; often the two
worked in parallel so the total time together at the bench may be less than 47 minutes).
Our results do not distinguish the work of different technicians for the sake of anonymity,
as required by our institution’s ethics approval. We also interviewed the laboratory
manager, who described the lab’s process, workload, and organization, and answered our
questions about the workflow.

Figure 1: Annotated video frame showing two technicians at work at the slide sorting
workbench. A Gaussian blur has been applied to protect worker and patient
confidentiality.
3.1 Research Questions and Data Analysis
Our first objective was to gain an overall qualitative understanding of the slide sorting
process to develop a design that could augment this workflow. This objective can be
summarized by research question 1:
•   RQ1: How can we characterize the slide sorting process?
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In addition, we aimed to answer the following specific questions:
•   RQ2: Which actions take the most time in the slide sorting and barcode reading
process?
•   RQ3: Which actions could be automated or eliminated with an interactive
computer support system, and how much time could potentially be saved?
To answer these questions, we coded the video in detail to identify common
activities and to count and measure the time spent on various actions. Video coding was
done in three passes. The coding scheme was developed in the first two passes using a
process based on Bryman’s (2008) recommended stages of qualitative analysis. In the
first pass, we observed the complete video footage to gain a general understanding of the
slide sorting process and identify interesting events. In the second pass, we made note of
all the regularly occurring objects and actions and iteratively refined these to develop our
coding scheme. Our final coding scheme is shown in Table 1 and is primarily organized
by the type of object being manipulated (slides, racks, folders & trays, requisition forms,
and the barcode reader system) along with auxiliary activities (e.g., answering the phone
or doing computer work). A description of objects involved in the process is available in
Table 2. The third and final coding pass involved detailed application of the coding
scheme to mark the start and end points of each action. Video frames were captured at 60
frames per second and analysed frame-by-frame. This final pass took approximately 70
hours and was done by a single well-practiced coder. Additional coders were deemed
unnecessary because there was little to no ambiguity in the coded actions. In total, we
coded 10844 events.
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Table 1: Coding Scheme

Object
Rack
Slide Folder
Tray
Requisition Form

Main bin
Temp bin

Description
A wire container used to hold slides during the staining process.
Slides typically arrived at the bench in a rack.
A cardboard folder with flaps and 2 x 10 spaces for slides.
Technicians sorted slides and requisition forms into folders in
preparation for reading by a pathologist.
Similar to a slide folder but held only one row of slides (1 x 16)
and was made of metal. Slides were sometimes sorted into a tray
instead of a folder.
A paper form containing details about a given case (patient) and
the slides that should be associated with that case; two or more
forms were recorded as a single entity if they were handled
together in a single action.
A bin for holding requisition forms when they arrive at the slide
sorting station. Located on a shelf above the bench.
Another bin for holding requisition forms that were currently being
processed. Located at the back of the bench.

Table 2: Objects manipulated at the slide sorting bench
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We then wrote scripts to count actions of different types, measure the time
devoted to each action, and identify movement sequences from the raw coded data log.
Since barcode reading was usually done as a long contiguous sequence, time devoted to
barcode reading was measured from the time the bar code scanner was picked up until it
was released, minus any time for intervening actions such as folder movement (rare). For
other actions, time was measured from the start of the action to the end of the action if
they were consecutive; otherwise, time was measured from the end of the action to the
end of the previous action. This approach ensures a conservative (minimal) time estimate
in the case where various actions are interspersed. For example, picking up a folder, then
answering the phone for 5 minutes, then putting down the folder, does not represent 5+
minutes of attention devoted to folder manipulation. Therefore in this case we would
record folder activity only between ending the phone call and releasing the folder.

4. Results
4.1 Description of the Slide Sorting Process
The hospital organized its diagnostic slide-reading tasks by body part type (skin, liver,
breast, etc.) and each part was assigned to a specific pathologist each day. Therefore, at
the highest level, slides were sorted by part type, and folders with each part were
organized onto shelves for different pathologists. At a second level, slides were organized
by case (patient) so that all slides of a given patient were placed together. Within each
case, slides were ordered by tissue slice depth.
Frequency of slide movement to and from different locations during sorting is
illustrated in Figure 3. Typically, slides arrived at the bench in racks from the slide
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staining equipment. A typical rack held 20-24 slides. From the racks, slides were
removed and sorted into either cardboard slide folders holding up to 20 slides (most
common) or metal trays holding up to 16 slides. Examples of sorting slides into folders
and trays are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.

Figure 2: A technician sorting slides into slide trays

In most cases, the slides for each case were in the racks in the correct order in
which they needed to be placed into folders or trays, so slides would be moved directly
from the rack to the folder / tray in sequence, leaving a space at the end of the case.
Consecutive cases, however, could have different part types and be sorted into different
folders. Multiple cases of the same part might be put into the same folder if space
allowed. As the largest arrow in Figure 3 illustrates, the majority of slides were moved
directly from a rack to a cardboard folder. The rearrangement of slides within a rack or
folder, including the pickup and replacement in the same location, was the next most
frequent activity. For racks, this behaviour typically represented the end of a series of
slides: the technician would consecutively place all of the slides for a given case, then
pick up the next slide, realize it was part of a new case, and return it to the rack. Slides
were moved within folders when either (a) the technician accidently missed leaving a
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space between cases, (b) a whole series needed to be shifted down to make room for a
slide that was out of order, or (c) a series of slides needed to be moved to a new folder
because the case(s) did not fit appropriately within the original folder. Interestingly, very
few slides were placed directly on the lab bench (total 35 slide movements out of a total
of 2105 slide movements over the 8.5 hour period). All but three of these 35 slide
movements were discards – transferred across the bench into a large bin.
Typically, 1-5 folders were in process simultaneously, likely to sort slides for
different parts and to arrange cases to nicely fit within the folders. Individual cases could
be split across racks, but usually continued in the next rack on the bench, as racks were
arranged in an ordered sequence. Technicians did spend some time searching for the right
rack, however, to find the slides matching a given requisition form.

Figure 3: Frequency of slide movement (total count) to and from different locations.
Numbers and arrow thickness indicate frequency.
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The slide sorting process required a substantial amount of requisition form sorting
and movement. Frequency of requisition form movement is illustrated in Figure 4.
Requisition forms were typically placed into the main bin on the shelf above the bench
when they arrived from elsewhere in the lab. These were often grouped into stacks of ten
or more forms held together by clips. They were removed from the main bin, sorted on
the bench, and then moved to the temp bin, which held forms for immediate processing.
The largest arrows in Figure 4 show the typical movement of forms during slide sorting.
Relevant forms were located within the temp bin (often requiring sorting and replacement
within the bin), moved to the bench, then shifted around the bench during the sorting
process. As slides were sorted into folders, the associated requisition forms were
eventually placed into the folder flaps in the same order as the cases. Requisition forms
were consulted to verify the part type associated with each slide and to ensure that all
slides associated with a case were located and placed together.

Figure 4: Frequency of requisition form movement (total count) to and from different
locations
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Folders and trays were moved around the bench during sorting and moved to and
from a storage shelf (for folders) or cupboard (for trays) as illustrated in Figure 5.
Following sorting, completed folders and trays were moved to the right end of the bench
near the barcode reader system, and then recorded into the computer system using the
barcode reader. Several folders and trays might be filled and stacked up and then barcode
scanned together in a batch. This barcode reading step created a computerized record of
which slides and cases were together in each folder.

Figure 5: Frequency of tray and folder movement (total count) to and from different
locations
4.2 High Level Action Counts and Time
Figure 6 shows the total count (b) and duration (a) of actions of each high level type. All
of these activities were interspersed throughout the 8.5 hour observation period, but slide
sorting and barcode reading tended to alternate in batches. Interestingly, although slide
actions (red) were by far the most frequent, these accounted for only 11.7% (37.5 min) of
the total measured activity time. Technicians spent the most time manipulating folders,
trays, and requisition forms, and doing auxiliary activities. We noted in particular the
very high amount of time sorting and manipulating paper forms (23.5% or 75.2 minutes).
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(a) Duration (minutes)

(b) Count of number of records

Figure 6: Duration in minutes (a) and counts (b) of each high level action type
4.3 Auxiliary Activities
Auxiliary activities involved computer work, answering the phone, dealing with safety
concerns, answering colleague questions, writing and placing sticky notes, and dealing
with visitors. The time distribution and count of these activities are shown in Figure 7a
and Figure 7b respectively. Note that it was impossible for us to know which of these
actions directly related to the slide sorting activity, but we strongly suspect that all of the
computer work did relate to slide sorting, since most computer manipulation was done
before and after barcode reading, and operating the barcode reading equipment required
using the computer.

(a) Duration (minutes)

(b) Count of number of records

Figure 7: Detailed durations (a) and counts (b) for auxiliary activities
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5. Discussion
5.1 Revisiting the research questions
While prior studies of histopathology lab workflow have included slide sorting as one of
many activities, ours is the first to examine slide sorting in depth and to consider how it
might be supported by computer technology. Our observations enabled us to develop a
detailed characterization of the slide sorting and barcode reading process (RQ1). Our
coding scheme (Table 1) identifies the major physical actions involved in slide sorting
and our analysis of start and end points reveals common patterns of object movement
(Figures Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5). This characterization provides a solid basis for
the design of an interactive computer support system (see next subsection on Implications
for Design) and should also be useful for understanding and improving workflow
efficiency.
Our second and third research questions focus on which activities take the most
time in slide sorting (RQ2), which could be automated through computer support, and
how much time that automation would likely save (RQ3). The overall time distribution
(Figure 6a) shows that the actual time spent manipulating slides is relatively small
(11.7% of measured activity time). Much larger proportions of the time were spent
manipulating folders and trays (25.6%) and requisition forms (23.5%). The time spent
searching, sorting, and managing requisition forms is particularly interesting because this
should be relatively easy to eliminate with a computer support system. All of the
information on the forms (patient identification, part type, and a listing of the slides
associated with each case) was already recorded in the computer database and linked to
barcodes on the slides and forms. Another component of the workflow that one could
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imagine easily automating is the barcode reading task (7% of total time). Automating
these two aspects alone should result in a time savings of approximately 30%1,
suggesting an interactive computer support system for slide sorting may be well
worthwhile.

5.2 Implications for Design
Our primary goal was to establish an understanding of how to design an interactive
computer support system for slide sorting. Towards this end, our observations suggest the
following design implications:
Eliminate paper. As mentioned in the section above, all of the time spent sorting,
searching, and manipulating paper seems unnecessary if replaced by appropriate
computer support. The main need for the paper was to (a) ensure that all slides associated
with a case were included together within a folder or tray and (b) to provide a listing of
the slides in each folder to the attending pathologist. Since all of the slides are barcoded,
one could imagine providing all of this information to the technician and pathologist
digitally. For example, if the system could detect when a particular slide is placed in a
folder (e.g., by automatically recognizing a barcode on the bottom of the slide through a
camera located behind a tabletop display system), it could then immediately display a
listing of all slides associated with the case and identify which of those are still missing
1

Note that this time estimate based on form manipulation and barcode reading time is rather
simplistic. Naturally, an automated system could not remove all of the time associated with
these two types of operations (e.g., the mental time spent associating slides with a case).
However, this may be balanced by the additional removal of time to search for slides and
racks that match a selected form (not measured in the estimate).
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from the folder. Later, a pathologist could similarly obtain a digital listing of the slides
within a folder by scanning barcode(s) on the folder or the slides themselves, perhaps by
simply setting the folder onto a digital tabletop capable of reading markers. Note that
such a system would require only slight modifications to the existing folders – the
addition of a marker on the folder itself plus holes under each slide slot to allow slide
markers to be read from below. For pathologists who prefer referring to a paper
document instead of a computer display, paper copies could be printed as a particular
folder or slide of interest is recognized by the system via barcodes. We noted that most
pathologist workstations had barcode readers, so a paperless slide sorting process could
seamlessly integrate into existing pre- and post-activities of the slide sorting process.
Automate barcode reading of completed folders. Although barcode reading
operations accounted for only 7% of total time, this is an operation that could be easily
automated by a system such as that described above. If a tabletop display or camera
system automatically detected the slides as they were placed within a folder, the need to
manually scan the barcode on each slide would be completely eliminated.
Focus on case management rather than slide sorting. We observed that the
majority of slides were already close to ordered within the slide racks, before being
sorted into folders. At least, slides for each case were generally together or in adjacent
racks, and most slides within a case were already ordered. Therefore, the technician’s role
focused less on sorting individual slides per se, and more on sorting cases into folders by
part type and on ensuring that all slides that should be associated with each case were
present and together. We therefore suggest that system support focus on the case level.
For example, when the technician begins placing slides for a given case, the system could
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immediately provide information about how many slides are associated with the case,
whether the whole case will fit within remaining slots in the current folder
(recommending an immediate move to a new folder could prevent the subsequent need to
move the whole case later if it does not fit), which slides should be associated with the
case, and which of those slides are still missing (identifying missing slides immediately
could prompt an immediate search or at least enable the technician to leave sufficient
room for those slides within the folder). This case management approach also easily
scales to slide sorting processes involving two or more different types of tissue stains for
a particular patient case.
Provide supported but not scripted workflow. Before completing this study, we
envisioned that a digital system might dictate precisely which slide should be placed next
into each folder. This could maximize the use of folder space (because the computer
could choose to put together cases that fit most efficiently), eliminate the need to move
slides from one folder to another, and potentially put similar cases together. However,
having observed current practice, we now believe that such a scripted approach may be
unnecessary and potentially harmful. For example, forcing the technician to search the
racks for a particular case and slide may add unnecessary time and effort. Similarly,
forcing all slides to be placed flat on the workbench so the system can automatically find
the next one would also take extra time and does not match the current approach. The
current practice of working through the slides in roughly the order that they come out of
the racks seems quite effective. We suggest supporting this existing workflow rather than
forcing technicians to adopt a less familiar and more scripted workflow. Specifically, we
suggest eliminating the need to search paper forms and providing guidance on which
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slides belong with the current ones. Our proposed approach has the advantage of
flexibility – it enables technicians to adapt their sorting according to unique criteria (e.g.,
personal preferences of the attending pathologist) or circumstances (e.g., missing or
damaged slides that need to be dealt with later).
Support recovery from disruptions. We also observed qualitatively that actions
seemed to take longer when the technician had to recover from a disruption such as a
phone call or a question from a colleague. Providing feedback about the current sorting
status could help technicians to recover from such events. For example, the system could
visually highlight the most recently sorted slide (to remind the technician about what they
were just doing) and could reveal which slides still need to be located for the case(s)
currently in progress.

5.3 Limitations and generalizability
There are many laboratory tasks and other workflows (e.g., manual assembly or
equipment maintenance) that share the repetitive yet human-influenced characteristics of
slide sorting. Therefore, some of our design suggestions may be applicable outside of the
slide sorting context, especially the ideas of supporting rather than scripting the workflow
and supporting recovery from disruptions. Nonetheless, the generalizability of our work
to other domains is limited since our goal was to understand how to design for this
specific task.
Our model and measures of the slide sorting process itself are also subject to some
caveats. Most notably, our observations are based on a single workday in one hospital
laboratory. Because we chose to examine and code slide sorting activity at a very detailed
level, doing this for multiple hospitals was not feasible at this stage of our research.
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However, we did try to choose a typical case. Personal communication between the
authors and researchers who have observed slide sorting activities at other hospitals in
North America, Europe and Asia suggest that this hospital laboratory environment is
typical in terms of its slide sorting activity. We also observed a demonstration and
conducted an interview about slide sorting within a slide processing laboratory of a slide
equipment manufacturer. The process described in that interview and demonstration also
match what we observed in the hospital setting, providing additional corroborating
evidence that our characterization of the process is valid. Nonetheless, our measurements
and characterization should be taken as a first step towards understanding slide sorting.
Different laboratories and medical systems may have different standards and processes
that should be studied and considered before developing and deploying a test system. For
example, laboratories that use a wider variety of stain types may have more complex
sorting needs since slides associated with a case may arrive at the bench at disparate
times, may not be pre-ordered, and may be spread across multiple racks.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
By observing undisturbed slide sorting practice in a hospital histopathology laboratory,
we gained an understanding of current workflow and how it might be supported by an
interactive computer support system. Our observations suggest that a very large
proportion (23.5%) of slide sorting time is spent on searching and managing paper
documents. Developing an interactive computer support system that could automatically
detect which slides are sorted into which folders, and that could provide an augmented
display of the additional slides that should be associated with these cases, could eliminate
the need for paper form management as well as manual barcode reading, resulting in a
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total time savings of approximately 30%. Based on our observations, we were able to
make several recommendations for the design of such a system.
In future work, we recommend studying the slide sorting process in a greater
variety of laboratories and medical contexts in order to extend and validate our
characterization. Such studies should consider a wide diversity of contexts (e.g., different
countries, large and small laboratories, urban vs. rural settings, etc.). In our own future
work, we plan to prototype and evaluate a tabletop computer support system for the slide
sorting process.
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